ABOUT

Alissa is a licensed attorney and registered investment advisor providing women and young adults with financial advice and a plan that embraces the life they want. She meets you wherever you are on your journey and empowers you with guidance, knowledge, and a financial plan that aligns with your vision so you can make financially confident decisions.

Alissa launched Amplify My Wealth to enable you to benefit from receiving financial advice, a financial plan as well as a partner that guides you on your journey to living the life you want. She is here for you regardless of your net worth, whether you are living paycheck to paycheck and striving to eliminate high-interest debt or are a millionaire. Her approach eliminates the traditional "waiting game" for clients who otherwise would be unable to avail themselves of having a fiduciary financial advisor putting their needs first.

Empowering yourself with a trusted partner, advice, plan, and guidance for implementing your plan will ensure you are on your way to achieving the life you want sooner than you imagine.

SPEAKING TOPICS

- Wealth Tips For Women
- Money Moves For Young Adults
- DIY Financial Plan Pointers
- The Cost Of Analysis Paralysis

ALISSA IS AVAILABLE FOR PRESS AND MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING:

- IN-PERSON & VIDEO MEDIA INTERVIEWS
- PODCASTS
- WRITTEN AND VIDEO MEDIA FEATURES FOR DIGITAL AND PRINT ARTICLES & BLOGS
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